
SISCO RAGE $7.50 Stats: 79 Starts. 21-13-15
Prizemoney: $147165
Fast Times: MEA 29.89, SAN 
29.26, BAL 37.60

Trainer: J Galea (Lara)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G1 Rookie Rebel – 3rd, G1 Maturity – Finalist, G2 Shepparton Cup – 
Finalist

The Watchdog says: Highly competitive at any distance range, this consistent chaser continues to qualify for 
group race finals. Not renowned as a quick beginner, he surprisingly crossed brilliant Dyna Villa to lead entering the 
first turn before going on to win his heat in dominant style. If he is within striking distance early, look for him to be 
charging home. 

HOSTILE $5.00 Stats: 33 Starts. 12-10-1
Prizemoney: $82650
Fast Times: GEE 29.58 (TR), 
SAN 29.28, HOR 26.85

Trainer: D Beasley (Footscray West)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G3 Puppy Classic – 2nd

The Watchdog says: Great effort by connections having this gifted chaser win his heat first-up for just on two 
months. Not the quickest away in his heat, he mustered top speed quickly and had tearaway leader Ronray Spirit in 
his sights. Railing nicely, he finished strongly to win comfortably. Excelling from inside draws and capable of further 
improving, he must be respected. 

QUARTZ BALE $3.40 Stats: 18 Starts. 11-1-2
Prizemoney: $69820
Fast Times: MAN 22.22 (TR) 
CAN 30.12, MEA 29.60

Trainer: P Stuart (Nambeelup)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G1 Perth Cup – 3rd, G3 W.A Young Stars – Finalist

The Watchdog says: W.A. visitor who announced himself as a future star breaking the Mandurah track record at 
just his sixth start. Beginning smartly in his heat, he settled close to early leader Kerrigan Bale before racing away 
mid race to record best of the night figures. While needing a touch of luck in the initial stages, a repeat of his heat 
win will see him go close.

LUCA NEVEELK $5.00 Stats: 35 Starts. 26-3-3
Prizemoney: $240365
Fast Times: BAL 25.06, GEL 
25.41, SLE 24.67

Trainer: G Kleeven (Denison)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G1 Melbourne Cup – Finalist, G2 Geelong Cup – Winner, G2 Ballarat Cup 
– Winner

The Watchdog says: Freakish front-running sprinter who, as his remarkable record indicates, rarely runs a bad 
race. Came out running in his heat, producing a dazzling 5.00 second early sectional in the process, opening up a 
big mid race lead before holding off the strong finishing Ollie Bale. Once again likely to be in the leading division 
here, he will make his presence felt. 

EMRYS $26.00 Stats: 22 Starts. 8-6-0
Prizemoney: $43145
Fast Times: SAN 29.29, GEL 
25.71, MEA 30.06

Trainer: M Briganti (Tuerong)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G1 Silver Chief – Finalist

The Watchdog says: In-form chaser capable of running home strongly. Arguably began the best he has ever in 
his heat win, surprisingly finding the lead by the first turn. Once this occurred he was going to be hard to catch, even 
with classy Awesome Project trying. Likely to be in the second half of the field in the initial stages, he will be relying 
on luck from the tricky draw.
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LAMIA BALE (8) has produced brilliant early sectionals in her great form of late. She gets her 
chance to claim a deserved Group One victory. Freakish sprinter LUCA NEVEELK (4) will 
take plenty of running down if he finds the lead.

Suggested Bet: Trifecta 4,8/1,2,3,4,8/1,2,3,4,8 ($10 for 41.66%)

RECRUITMENT $41.00 Stats: 24 Starts. 9-4-2
Prizemoney: $38110
Fast Times: WPK 29.74, MEA 
29.84, MEA 29.91

Trainer: D Coleman (Lara)  - 
Group Race Honours:
First Group Race Final

The Watchdog says: Relishing the inside draws in both his preliminary and heat wins, he possesses a smart turn 
of foot with clear running. In his heat he did a good job to hold off the strong finishing Peloton Bale, who despite 
being checked numerous times had his chance. Facing his toughest test, place hopes do appear best from the wide 
draw.

SAMUS ALLEN $12.00 Stats: 37 Starts. 15-8-4
Prizemoney: $53685
Fast Times: CRN 30.09, SAN 
29.30, MEA 29.84

Trainer: J Hunt (Lara)  - 
Group Race Honours:
First Group Race Final

The Watchdog says: Smart beginner who has shown a great liking for The Meadows circuit. Quick away in her 
heat, she opened up a sizeable mid race break before holding off the fast finishing, and admittedly unlucky My Bro 
Fabio. It’s hard to knock her recent form but she would need to lead here to have any chance.

LAMIA BALE $3.00 Stats: 42 Starts. 13-10-6
Prizemoney: $179295
Fast Times: MEA 29.78, SAN 
29.27, SAN 29.37

Trainer: S Collins (Lara)  - 
Group Race Honours:
G1 Rookie Rebel – 2nd, G1 Maturity – Finalist, G2 The Laurels – Winner

The Watchdog says: Placed in the recent Group One Rookie Rebel here (600m), the drop in distance 
possessed no problems as once again she exploded out of the boxes in her heat, producing a brilliant 4.99 second 
early sectional when leading all the way. Racing in a rich vein of form of late and likely to be vying for the lead, she 
is a well deserved favourite. 

KERRIGAN BALE $9.00

Stats: 39 Starts. 14-6-7
Prizemoney: $95560

Trainer: A Dailly (Anakie)

The Watchdog says: Finalist in the recent 
Group One National Futurity, she was far from 
disgraced placing behind quickest heat winner 
Quartz Bale. Possessing smart early speed, she is 
not the worse here and should be included in 
multiples.

FERNANDO BALE $7.50

Stats: 13 Starts. 8-1-1
Prizemoney: $124510

Trainer: A Dailly (Anakie)

The Watchdog says: Group One National 
Derby winner who, despite being held-up early, 
seemed to have every chance to pick up Lamia 
Bale in his heat. Capable of going much quicker 
than his heat placing, he must be kept safe. 
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